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	Running Mainframe z on Distributed Platforms reveals alternative techniques not covered by IBM for creatively adapting and enhancing multi-user IBM zPDT environments so that they are more friendly, stable, and reusable than those envisaged by IBM. The enhancement processes and methodologies taught in this book yield multiple layers for system recovery, 24x7 availability, and superior ease of updating and upgrading operating systems and subsystems without having to rebuild environments from scratch.


	Most of the techniques and processes covered in this book are not new to either the mainframe or distributed platforms. What is new in this book are the authors’ innovative methods for taking distributed environments running mainframe virtual machine (VM) and multiple virtual storage (MVS) and making them look and feel like other MVS systems.


	The authors’ combined expertise involves every aspect of the implementation of IBM zPDT technology to create virtualized mainframe environments by which the mainframe operations on a z series server can be transitioned to distributed platforms. All of the enhancement methods consecutively laid out in this book have been architected and developed by the authors for the CA Technologies distributed platform. Barrett and Norris impart these techniques and processes to CIOs and CTOs across the mainframe and distributed fields, to zPDT and RDz UT implementers, and to IBM’s independent software vendors and customers.


	What youÂ’ll learn


	In particular, readers will learn from Running Mainframe z on Distributed Platforms:

	
		how to create and maintain pristine z/OS and z/VM multi-user sysplexed environments
	
		how to establish a mainframe distributed lab with repeatable processes and easy maintenance
	
		how to ensure backup/recovery integrity and business continuity
	
		standards and conventions, including the use of symbols in the system IPLs
	
		z/OS and z/VM optimizations
	
		DASD repository methodologies



	Who this book is for


	CIOs and CTOs across the mainframe and distributed fields, zPDT and RDz UT implementers, administrators and ISVs and customers.
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Oracle Digital Assistant: A Guide to Enterprise-Grade ChatbotsApress, 2019

	
		Use this book as an on-ramp to the development of enterprise-grade chatbots and digital assistants. It is based on real-life experience and explains everything you need to know to start building your own digital assistant (DA) using Oracle technologies. You will become familiar with the concepts involved in DA development from both a...
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Wrox's SQL Server 2005 Express Edition Starter Kit (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
You'll learn the basics of working with SSE databases, and see how the Visual Basic® 2005 Express Edition programming environment is tailored to work well with SSE. Step-by-step examples cover major scenarios that you're likely to face, from installation and development to debugging and deployment. Plus, the CD-ROM features both VB Express...
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Web Application Development with Yii and PHPPackt Publishing, 2012

	This book is a step by step tutorial in developing a real-world application using the incremental and iterative approach to software development. You learn about agile software development by leaning on the agile nature of the Yii application development framework. You touch on each aspect of the software development lifecycle by building a...
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SARS: How a Global Epidemic Was Stopped (A WPRO Publication)WHO Regional, 2006
Where did this frightening disease come from? How did it spread? And will the world be any better prepared if it returns? For the first time, these and other questions are answered in this remarkable inside account of what really took place in those fateful months of 2003 when severe acute respiratory syndrome threatened to engulf the world.
...
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Mac OS X System AdministrationMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Build and manage a powerful network on Mac OS X Server


	Boost productivity and foster collaboration using the powerful networking tools available in Mac OS X Snow Leopard Server. With clear, detailed explanations and step-by-step instructions, Mac OS X System Administration shows you how to plan, construct, and manage a...
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Mike Meyers' CompTIA A Guide to Managing & Troubleshooting PCs Lab Manual, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Practice the IT Skills Essential for Your Success

	
		115+ lab exercises challenge you to solve problems based on realistic case studies
	
		Step-by-step scenarios require you to think critically
	
		Lab analysis tests measure your understanding of lab results
	
		Key term quizzes help build...
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